We analyze observations from Robo-AO's field M dwarf survey taken on the 2.1m Kitt Peak telescope and perform a multiplicity comparison with Gaia DR2. Through its laser-guided, automated system, the Robo-AO instrument has yielded the largest adaptive optics M dwarf multiplicity survey to date. After developing an interface to visually identify and locate stellar companions, we selected eleven lowsignificance Robo-AO detections for follow-up on the Keck II telescope using NIRC2. In the Robo-AO survey we find 553 candidate companions within 4 around 534 stars out of 5566 unique targets, most of which are new discoveries. Using a position cross match with DR2 on all targets, we assess the binary recoverability of Gaia DR2 and compare the properties of multiples resolved by both Robo-AO and Gaia. The catalog of nearby M dwarf systems and their basic properties presented here can assist other surveys which observe these stars, such as the NASA TESS mission.
INTRODUCTION
M dwarfs account for nearly three-quarters of stars in our solar neighborhood (Henry et al. 2006 ), yet there's still much to learn about which nearby M dwarfs host stellar companions and how these small stars form. Finding and characterizing M dwarf multiples is useful for studying transiting exoplanets, and multiplicity trends among them can yield insight into stellar formation and evolution. M dwarfs are favorable targets for transiting exoplanet surveys since they and their planets are abundant (Dressing & Charbonneau 2015) , tend to have planetary systems which are relatively compact (Muirhead et al. 2015) , and a planet will have a deeper transit depth around an M dwarf than a larger star (Charbonneau & Deming 2007) . The Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satel-lite (TESS ) is targeting main-sequence dwarf stars with spectral types M5-F7 (Ricker et al. 2014) . Current expectations for the number of planets that TESS will discover around M dwarfs range from 500-1000 (Barclay et al. 2018; Ballard 2019) . However, binaries can produce false planet transits and a planet radius can be significantly underestimated if its host has an unknown stellar companion (Ciardi et al. 2015; Ziegler et al. 2018a ). M dwarf binary separations peak below 10AU (Gizis et al. 2003; Burgasser et al. 2007; Duchene & Kraus 2013; Ward-Duong et al. 2015) , which corresponds to an angular separation less than 1 for objects beyond 10pc. This is significantly less than the TESS pixel size of 21 (Ricker et al. 2014) , and ground-based transit follow-up observations are typically limited to 1 seeing (Collins et al. 2018) . Therefore, it is important to use high-angular resolution surveys to identify and characterize sub-arcsecond binaries.
Once systems are identified, overall multiplicity patterns can reveal properties ubiquitous to star formation.
Useful statistics include the total frequency of multiples, the distribution of physical separations, mass ratios, and how these characteristics change as a function of primary mass. Empirically determining these statistics provides a check of star formation models and is especially useful to the study of stellar multiples. For instance, orbital period distribution can distinguish between either a spatial scale or scale-free formation process for binaries, and orbital eccentricity is a key characteristic of how systems evolve (Duchene & Kraus 2013) . Additionally, since the M spectral classification spans a factor of eight in mass, it is unclear if these stars even belong in the same homogeneous population. Solar-type stars consistently display different multiplicity properties than brown dwarfs (Burgasser et al. 2007 ). G type stars and their companions have an orbital period distribution that peaks around 300 years (corresponding to 51 AU), a roughly uniform distribution in mass ratios between 0.2-0.95, and a multiplicity rate of 46% (Raghavan et al. 2010 ). Brown dwarf systems have typical periods of <40 years, mass ratios that rise toward near-equal masses, and a multiplicity of 10-30% (Burgasser et al. 2007) . As the intermediate between these two populations, understanding the multiplicity of M dwarfs will help reveal if there is a common formation process along the lower main sequence or two distinct ones for low and high mass populations (Bate 2012) . Most of these statistics require an extensive M dwarf multiplicity survey, a technical challenge that has only become possible relatively recently.
Outside of our immediate solar neighborhood (Henry et al. 2006 ), large-scale M dwarf multiplicity surveys are challenging due to the high angular resolution required to resolve the faint, typically close companions. Several early surveys, which employed radial velocity, direct imaging of close systems, and speckle interferometry, were combined and analyzed by Fischer & Marcy (1992) . They estimated an overall multiplicity of 42 ± 9%, which was consistent with solar-type stars; however, they found a peak in the separation distribution at 3-30AU, which is at smaller separations than that of solar-type stars. Later studies obtained a more complete survey of a volume-limited sample. A Hubble survey (Gizis et al. 2003) of late M dwarfs determined that physical separation instead peaks around 2-4 AU, significantly different from the solar-type population. A survey combining adaptive optics, infrared interferometric data, and radial velocity (Delfosse et al. 2004) found a separation distribution similar to solartype stars within 10 AU but not beyond. They also saw a flat mass ratio distribution for periods above 50 days but a clear tendency toward equal masses for shorter periods, and an overall multiplicity of 26 ± 3%. More recent multiplicity surveys have used Lucky Imaging: a technique of using only the highest-quality fraction of many short exposures. These include Law et al. (2010) , which determined a multiplicity of 13.6 +6.5 −4 % for latetype M dwarfs, Bergfors et al. (2010) , which a determined multiplicity of 32 ± 6% with a flat mass ratio distribution for both early and late M dwarfs, and Janson et al. (2012) , which determined a multiplicity of 34.4% and confirmed a uniform mass ratio distribution. The largest of these Lucky-Imaging surveys (Janson et al. 2012) , observed 701 M dwarfs and found 205 systems. These studies were followed by several which utilized pre-existing large-scale surveys, such as (Shan et al. 2015) which found 12 eclipsing binaries out of 3905 stars in the Kepler field, and (Ward-Duong et al. 2015) which combined AO with Sloan plates to find a multiplicity of 28.6 +2.7 −3.1 % and a separation peak at 5.9 AU. One of the largest M dwarf multiplicity surveys, SLoWPoKES, found 1342 widely-separated ( 500AU) proper motion pairs through another Sloan archive search . However, the SLoWPoKES multiplicity rate of 1.1% represents less than 4% of M dwarf companions when compared to the expected total multiplicity rate. Currently, the most comprehensive M dwarf multiplicity study, Winters et al. (2019) , surveyed a volume-limited sample of 1120 stars through new observations, archival data, and a thorough literature search. They found a multiplicity of 26.8 ± 1.4% and a distribution peak between 4-20 AU.
Based on these results, we expect that roughly one third of the M dwarf stars targeted by TESS will be multiples. Therefore, it's important to identify and characterize more of these systems. To do this, we have used Robo-AO: an autonomous laser adaptive optics system that can achieve near diffraction-limited imaging without Lucky Imaging, and observe ∼150 targets each night (Jensen-Clem et al. 2018 ). Here we focus on the catalog creation and a comparison to Gaia DR2, leaving a statistical analysis of overall multiplicity rates and trends for a future work. This paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we describe our target selection and observations. We explain the data reduction process in Section 3. In Section 4 we combine and compare our results with Gaia DR2 to assess DR2 binary recoverability and obtain estimates of physical system properties. This is followed by a discussion of biases within our sample and the potential application of results in Section 5, then we conclude and discuss future work with Section 6. Tables for the systems and targets observed are included in the Appendix. Figure 1 . Our color selection from LSPM with lines of constant photometric distance. These distances are estimated from empirical magnitude-distance relations (Pecaut & Mamajek 2013) and are based on the assumption that these are all single, main-sequence stars. As high-proper motion, red objects, the majority of these are likely nearby, northern M dwarfs.
TARGET SELECTION AND OBSERVATIONS
We selected nearby red dwarfs and observed each target with Robo-AO. Follow-up observations were later done on select targets with Keck. This section presents the details of the target selection and these observations.
Target Selection
To focus on nearby stars, we selected 7,083 northern (dec > 0 • ) targets from the Lépine and Shara Proper Motion (LSPM) catalog (Lepine & Shara 2005) . Every star in this catalog has a high proper motion (> 0. 15/yr); nearby objects generally move faster on the sky than background stars, so a high proper motion is typically indicative of a close star. To ensure that our sample of close stars was also apparently bright and red, we then made cuts of V < 16 mag and V − J > 3 mag, using the given LSPM values (Fig 1) . These cuts approximately correspond to masses less than 0.6M and spectral types cooler than M0 for typical, mainsequence stars within 50pc (Pecaut & Mamajek 2013) . Although these criteria are designed to select only intrinsically faint, red stars, seven objects were brighter than expected for dwarfs (< 6V mag), and we confirmed all to be known red giants through SIMBAD (Wenger et al. 2000) . These were discarded from analysis. We expect less than 45 of the remaining objects to be background giants based on cuts presented in (Lepine & Gaidos 2011) . Estimated LSPM photometric distances initially placed the majority of our targets within 30pc, which often turned out to be a significant underestimate based on Gaia DR2 parallax measurements (Section 4).
Robo-AO
We obtained 7046 high-angular-resolution images of 6793 unique targets over the course of 211 nights between 2015 December 18 through 2017 June 8. Out of the original sample, 4% (290) of the targets were not observed with the intelligent queue. Each image was taken in the i -band with a 90s exposure time. The observations were performed using the Robo-AO laser adaptive optics system ) mounted on the Kitt Peak 2.1-m telescope, masked to a 1.85-m aperture. The adaptive optics system runs at a loop rate of 1.2 kHz to correct high-order wavefront aberrations and images are recorded on an electron-multiplying CCD (EMCCD) at 8.6Hz which allowed for post-facto image displacement correction in software using the target as a natural guide star. The median seeing at the 2.1-m telescope was 1. 44 which resulted in an average i -band Strehl ratio of 4% and a full-width at half-maximum of ∼ 0. 12 (Jensen-Clem et al. 2018) . Specifications of the Robo-AO M dwarf survey are summarized in Table 1 . 
Automated Imaging Pipeline
At the end of each observing night, the Robo-AO system processes and archives observations via automatic pipelines, detailed in Jensen-Clem et al. (2018) . To summarize, data is first shifted and added in a process that is optimized for either high or low signal-tonoise images. Then, to better detect faint companions, a "high-contrast imaging pipeline" creates a custom, locally optimized PSF-subtracted image of a 3. 5 cut-out Figure 2 . Robo-AO observations of nine candidate systems; companions are circles in green. LSPM J1607+2955 is both a triple system and an example of a falsely-tripled image. LSPM J1727+2208 is a quadruple: the highest-order system we found.
around the target. The PSF is generated from a reference library of single-star Robo-AO observations from the same night. They are combined via Karhunen-Loéve image processing to create a synthetic PSF. After a highpass filter is applied to the image, we then subtract the generated PSF image. The pipeline also creates a contrast curve for each observation. This is five times the standard deviation of the noise measured radially outward and normalized by the stellar flux; it represents the fainest contrast that could likely be detected at 5σ for a given separation. (Jensen-Clem et al. 2018).
Additional Imaging with Keck
After initial data analysis, we obtained additional imaging of 10 potentially very close (separations< 0. 3) companions and a potential triple system using the NIRC2 imager behind laser-guidestar adaptive optics on the 10m Keck II telescope on 2017 August 3. These targets were chosen from 30 Robo-AO targets which potentially had close companions causing a slight false-tripling effect (Section 3.2), but could not be visually confirmed.
The 20 for which we could not obtain follow-up observations due to sky position and available observing time were discarded as multiples. The observations' pixel scale is 9.9 mas/pixel, with a 10. field of view. For targets with a visible companion in the first image taken and displayed with the NIRC2 GUI, we took multiple images in the J filter and in K or Kp. Observations specifications for each target, including exposure times, can be found Table 2 in the appendix. These images were sky-subtracted using the median pixel value of all images taken of the same target, in the same filter. They were then flat-field calibrated and stacked to create a final image for each filter.Further analysis for companion parameters is detailed in Section 3.3.
IDENTIFYING MULTIPLES
We developed an interface to perform several visual checks on each target. This provided us with the relative position of companions which we used to obtain contrast ratios for each multiple.
Visual Inspection
After passing through the automated pipeline, each observation needed to be visually inspected to ensure data quality, correct telescope pointing, and that the correct target in the field was reduced. The identification and locating of companions also needed to be done manually. To efficiently examine all observations, we developed and used a Graphical user interface for Robo-AO M dwarfs (GRAM).
This program was created using the Python module tKinter (Shipman 2013 ) and made use of contrast curves and PSF-subtracted images from the automated pipeline, a STScI Digitized Sky Survey database image, and scaled images of the original stacked FITS file. GRAM allows a user to assign a variety of tags to each observation: "good", "bad", "uncertain", "not enough stars", "incorrect pointing", "needs different database", "possible close binary", and "needs manual inspection". The user can also select a corrected location of the target, if needed, and the location of a potential companion in either a view of 8 centered around the primary star or a set of images displaying a 1.5 view centered around the primary, where is it easier to visually identify closer companions (Fig 3) . This returns a text file of each observation's information which can be compiled into an ensemble file. GRAM can be applied to other surveys requiring large-scale visual inspections, and was successfully tested by re-analyzing data from the Robo-AO Kepler Asteroseismic survey (Schonhut-Stasik et al. in submission) . Using GRAM, we confirmed all multiples found in the original manual search and discovered two new companions. The source code for GRAM is publicly available (Lamman 2019) . Figure 3 . GRAM screen shot of a candidate triple system. In this example, the pipeline reduced the wrong star, it is a quality observation, and there is both a potential close and far companion. This observation also has a slight false triple effect about 0. 25 above the primary star. Quality Check gives the user the option to change the default "good" tag, and below are controls to progress through the targets either one or ten at a time. The blue and green rectangular buttons add related tags. Resetting the location or companion changes the tags back to default and removes any positions that may have been selected. 1 A contrast curve for the observation created by the automatic pipeline (Section 2.3). 2 STScI Digitized Sky Survey image with a 35. 6 square (the Robo-AO field of view) and target location marked in green. 3 The full-field Robo-AO image with the star that has been reduced by the automatic pipeline marked by green lines. If the wrong object is marked, the user can click on the correct star. This circles and saves the corrected location. 4 Two cut-outs of the stacked pipeline image showing 0. 75 around the primary star next to 5 two pipeline PSF-subtracted 0. 75 cut-outs. These four images are for identifying close companions. Clicking in any image circles the selected location in each view and saves the potential companion's pixel coordinates. 6 The 8 frame, displaying a radius of 4 around the primary star. This is the maximum separation we are searching for. Clicking here also marks and saves the selected location.
We analyzed the observations through GRAM in batches of varying quality based on core size. This is the width, in arcseconds, of the star's PSF core and is a proxy for image performance . After visually examining all targets, our final sample contained 5566 unique targets which were marked as having highquality observations in which the automatic pipeline had also reduced the correct target. 581 observations were marked as having one or more potential companions, of which nine had two nearby stars and one had three ( Fig  2) .
Companion Locations and Contrast Ratios
The location of each secondary star is given by its position angle and apparent distance from the primary. To determine the primary's pixel coordinates, we used a local box-centroid with a 3-pixel radius for systems with Figure 4 . Robo-AO discovery image of a companion to LSPM J1648+1038 taken in i compared to the same system as seem by NIRC2 in Kp; each image is scaled individually. This is one of our closest systems at an angular separation of 0. 135±0.02. It was identified in the Robo-AO data from its PSF-subtracted image and the oblong shape created by the false-tripling effect often seen in close companions. separations smaller than 0. 75, and a 5-pixel radius for those farther. Since both the primary flux and stacking procedure (Section 2.3) affected the secondary psf, we used the location selected manually in GRAM for the secondary's position. Positions were also adjusted to account for Robo-AO's slight distortion pattern, which is expressed in (Jensen-Clem et al. 2018) . The separation and position angle errors are estimated by assuming a maximum pixel uncertainty of 2 for both stars' positions.
Contrast ratios are the difference between the magnitude of the primary and secondary star. We used Photutils aperture photometry (Bradley et al. 2018 ) to obtain flux estimates for each star by summing the counts within an aperture around the star and subtracting the expected background for an equal area ( Fig 5) . The background was determined independently for each star by taking the average of four apertures. These background apertures were located on the opposite side of the other star, at the same distance away from it as the star being measured (90 − 270 • away from the star's position around its companion). This helps account for the other star's flux by including it in the background determination. To ensure that the background apertures didn't overlap or contain any flux from the star being measured, we varied the aperture radius. The radius is 15 pixels for all systems with a separation greater than 1 , and linearly decreases with separation to 4 pixels at 0. 1. This may create a systematic effect on the contrasts of close companions. Contrast errors were estimated by summing the standard deviation of the background aperture counts in quadrature with both stars' photon-counting errors. 28 companions with a counting error larger than 0.25∆mag or a background error which contributed more than 1∆mag to the total contrast error were removed from further analysis. The errors for most close companions (< 0. 5) are still larger than 0.13∆mag, which corresponds to a SN R < 7. By choosing to include these, we believe a companion exists but that there is a large systematic error from our photometry at close separations. We encourage re-observing these systems for more confident contrast ratios.
The automatic pipeline stacks images relative to the brightest pixel in the frame. For some low-contrast companions (similar brightness to the primary), images will be stacked with an inconsistent orientation, causing part of the companion's flux to be mirrored on the opposite side of the primary star. This is the "false tripling" effect, of which an example is shown in Figure 2 . We obtained contrast ratios for these 106 cases by changing the secondary star's background aperture locations to 60, 90, 240, and 300 • around the primary to avoid the false triple. We performed the same photometry on the false triple and then determined a final contrast via the process outlined in Law (2006) . Although the true companion location is often significantly brighter than the false companion, it can be ambiguous and may result in an 180 • phase difference.
Our final companion locations and contrast ratios are displayed in Fig 6 and can be found in Tables 3 and 4 , where the false triple cases are marked.
Confirming with Keck
The goal of this analysis is to determine more reliable contrast ratios and separations for the very few targets that were observed with Keck. We obtained follow-up observations of 11 targets with potential companions using the NIRC2 imager on Keck II (Section 2.4). Seven companions were confirmed, including those in the triple system LSPM J1606+0823 and one of our closest detected companions at 0.135±0. 02 (Fig 4) . From these we obtained updated separations and contrast ratios, which can be found in Appendix Table 2 . Using the final image resulting from the process in Section 2.4, we determined separations and contrast ratios using the same Photutils photometry described in Section 3.2, except with centroid fitting for the location of both stars and by applying the distortion solution from Service et al. (2016) . 
GAIA DR2 CROSS MATCH AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Here we compare and combine our results with Gaia's second data release (DR2), which we use to assess the physical association of companions and explore their basic properties.
Cross Match
We matched 6214 of our original 6793 LSPM targets with Gaia DR2 identifiers (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016; Brown et al. 2018 ). This was done by selecting the Gaia object for each LSPM target with the lowest d value as long as d < 5, where:
∆position is the distance in arcseconds between the location of the LSPM star and the Gaia star's projected position, after using the LSPM proper motion to project each from its catalog 2000.0 epoch to Gaia DR2's 2015.5 epoch. ∆pm is the proper motion difference between the LSPM and Gaia DR2 catalog values, in arcsec/yr. This value is weighted to select the physically closest object in most cases, but also takes into account the possibility that one of these high-proper motion stars is passing by another object. 5730 of these LSPM objects are already matched to DR2 identifiers on the Gaia archive 1 through their 2MASS IDs (Skrutskie et al. 2006) . Our cross match agreed with all but four: LSPM J1953+1136, LSPM J2336+3939, LSPM J1938+2127, and LSPM J0917+2833W. Each of these stars is within 5 of another object which was closer to it in 2000 than 2015. Since the Gaia archive 2MASS cross match is not based on positions in 2015.5, but at the 2MASS epoch (approximately 2000.0), this likely explains our disagreement (Marrese et al. 2019 ). Out of the 5730 DR2 objects with a cataloged 2MASS identifier, 106 are objects we marked as doubles and all of these agreed with our independent cross match results. The final DR2 identifiers from our cross match can be found in Table 5 .
Gaia Recoverability and Photometry Comparison
Out of our cross-matched targets, 915 had another DR2 star within 5 , 350 of which we marked as having a companion within 4 based on Robo-AO imaging. To obtain a more accurate companion cross match, we calculated the position of each secondary Gaia DR2 star relative to the originally matched primary. We then limited our cross match to only pairing a Robo-AO multiple and a Gaia multiple if the secondary stars' positions relative to the primary differed by less than 0. 5 (Fig 7) . Figure 7 . Left: the same points plotted in Fig 6. Gaia DR2 was able to resolve most of our doubles down to 1 , shown here in blue. We did not find a companion to the primary star with DR2 for the doubles shown in orange. Right: Gaia stars cross matched with out initial target list which had another star within 4 . Almost all of the near-equal brightness Gaia doubles were resolved by Robo-AO, but some were removed due to data quality. Only the pairs included in our final catalog which also had a similar arrangement to their DR2 counterpoint are plotted in blue here. Gaia DR2 also resolved many doubles with contrasts beyond what can typically be detected by Robo-AO.
There are 284 of these paired systems where we have a Gaia DR2 match for both the primary and the secondary seen by Robo-AO. Using this criteria, DR2 resolved binaries down to 1 but none within 0. 5. This agrees with a more extensive analysis of Gaia's close-binary recoverability using the Robo-AO Kepler Survey (Ziegler et al. 2018b) .
For each marked Robo-AO double which was also resolved by Gaia, we determined the system's contrast and separation using the Gaia DR2 positions and G−band data. A comparison of the photometry between Robo-AO and Gaia can be found in Figure 8 .
Physical Association
Since our observations only contain one epoch of each target, we cannot confirm which components are gravitationally bound using Robo-AO data alone. From our cross match, we obtained Gaia DR2 parallax estimates for 237 companions. Out of these, 196 had DR2 distances which agreed with the distance of their primary star to 4σ. The agreement of distances in all 237 pairs are listed in Tables 3 and 4 . They are expressed in units of a combined σ from the two distance measurements, and ones with an agreement better than 4σ are likely gravitationally bound pairs.
Physical Properties
Using the Gaia DR2 parallaxes from our cross match in Section 4.1 and the determined angular separation, we estimated the projected minimum physical separation for each of our marked doubles. Here we are making the assumption that each companion is physically bound and not a background object.
To obtain mass estimates, we employ the tight empirical relationship between absolute K magnitude and stellar mass (Delfosse et al. 2000; Benedict et al. 2016) . We use the updated calibration of this relationship from (Mann et al. 2018) , which is publicly available on github 2 . Given that we obtain all our K photometry from 2MASS, which has an effective resolution of 2", the K magnitudes reported for most of our systems represent the blended sum of both the primary and secondary stars' flux. We could perfectly separate the two components if we had measured contrast ratios in K. In lieu of such measurements, we estimate K contrast ratios from our measured Robo-AO i contrast ratios and the PAR-SEC theoretical stellar evolution models (Marigo et al. 2017) . We estimate the conversion between these contrast ratios (dK/di ) as a function of absolute K, using a theoretical model fixed to 5Gyr. We interpolate along this conversion to iteratively solve for the primary and secondary K-band fluxes that are consistent with the blended K-band magnitude, the Gaia DR2 parallax of the system, and the i -band contrast ratio from Robo-AO. We then estimate component masses from these individual absolute K fluxes, and quote mass ratios for all companions with respect to the primary star in the system. Propagating the contrast ratio, distance, and mass-relation uncertainties results in typical mass uncertainties of 3% for the primaries and 5% for the secondaries, not accounting for any systematic uncertainties in the i to K bandpass transformation. 
DISCUSSION
Here we discuss how target selection and observing limitations affect the sample and consider pertinence to Gaia and transiting exoplanets surveys.
Survey Biases
This sample contains several unaccounted for biases and caveats. The first of which is the survey we drew our targets from. Multiples with separations near an instrument's resolution limit may result in poor astrometry and be rejected. This could cause a bias against multiples in LSPM. Additionally, the LSPM proper motion cutoff of 0. 15/yr includes nearly all thick-disk and halo systems, but removes many thin-disk stars. This could cause significant biases in the physical characteristics of our M dwarf sample.
We also do not have a thorough assessment of our ability to detect multiples with Robo-AO and our humanin-the-loop visual inspection, although the Gaia cross match can provide some insight. Out of the 6214 LSPM-Gaia matched stars, 682 Gaia stars had one or more stars within 4 , ranging down to 9∆ mag. Robo-AO found 335 for the same set of stars, ranging down to 6.8∆ mag. Nearly all the doubles missed by Robo-AO have a contrast beyond the typical Robo-AO detection limit ( Fig  7) .
Additionally, we have only confirmed physical association for ∼200 companions using DR2 parallaxes (Section 4.3), and so our set of companions likely includes several background stars. From our Gaia cross match, out of 237 total paired doubles with parallaxes for both stars, 13 had distance discrepancies which were greater than 10σ (several of these stand out as pairs with a significant discrepancy between the Robo-AO and Gaia separation in Figure 8 ). This puts a rough lower-limit on the number of background stars within companions beyond 1 . Assuming that, within this sample of nearby stars, stars within 1 of each other are associated, we estimate that at least 3.1% of our total doubles are not physically associated.
Our sample is affected by observation limitations, which create a bias towards wider, equal-brightness multiples, and our target selection criteria (Section 2.1). Since these stars were photometrically selected, we are more sensitive to overluminous binaries among those with a contrast < 3∆mag. The multiplicity properties within our sample are also affected by the Malmquist bias (Malmquist 1920) . Selecting apparently bright stars results in a sample which is more likely to include intrinsically bright stars (higher masses) than fainter (lower mass) ones at large distances. Since doubles with close physical separations are easier to resolve in nearby systems, this would increase the multiplicity and decrease the average physical separation we observe for lower mass stars.
Application of Results
From comparing the Robo-AO multiples with multiples found in our Gaia DR2 cross match (4.2), we confirm the result in Ziegler et al. (2018b) that Gaia can resolve most companions down to 1 but not within that separation. Therefore Gaia has the potential for extensive multiplicity studies, though higher-angular resolution surveys are still needed to resolve close companions. This recoverability will likely improve with future releases (de Bruijne et al. 2015) .
377 of our multiples do not fall within 1 of any systems in the Washington Double Star Catalog as of June 2019 (Mason et al. 2001 ). Therefore we expect the majority of these to be new discoveries. None of these would be resolved in TESS imaging (Ricker et al. 2014) , so all of them could potentially contaminate transit observations with TESS. Knowing the existence and basic properties of our companions can aid in identifying and characterizing transiting exoplanets around these stars. Although none of our LSPM targets currently host confirmed exoplanets, we expect most of these stars to have planets (Dressing & Charbonneau 2015) and TESS is expected to find around 1,000 exoplanets around M dwarfs (Ballard 2019) . Nine of our doubles appear in the Tess Habitable Zone Star Catalog (Kaltenegger et al. 2019) . The LSPM collection of M dwarfs with high proper motions is a crucial target sample for TESS, as these tend to be the closest small stars in the sky and those around which TESS will be most sensitive to small transiting planets. This work presents high-resolution imaging for over 5000 of these stars. The data can be useful to the community of observers confirming and characterizing new TESS planets, so all Robo-AO data from this survey will be published on ExoFOP 3 . These ExoFOP data products include both annotated plots and Robo-AO observations of all multiples-star systems. They also include the contrast curve for each observation, as described in Section 2.3 and seen in Figure 3 . Although these plots cannot be used for ensemble statistics due to the visual inspection we used to construct our sample, they are a useful approximation of each observation's sensitivity.
CONCLUSION
We used Robo-AO at Kitt Peak to find 553 candidate companions in 534 double systems, 8 triple systems and one quadruple system. These systems were identified from visual inspection of 5566 Robo-AO observations using GRAM, a graphical user interface for performing a series of visual checks and locating secondary stars. We obtained additional imaging for eleven of our targets with the NIRC2 imager on Keck II, which we used to confirm six companions. After performing an LSPM-Gaia cross match on all targets, we estimate 284 of our multiples were recovered by Gaia DR2. Out of the 237 candidate companions with DR2 distances, 196 agreed with the DR2 distance of its primary star to within 4σ, implying physical association. Using these distance measurements and 2MASS absolute K magnitudes we estimated the individual masses and physical separations for 432 of our multiples.
In the future, further observations of close (< 0. 5) companions are necessary for higher-significance detections and reliable photometry. Additionally, returning to reobserve potential systems not resolved by Gaia for a second epoch would confirm which companions display common proper motion with their primaries and therefore a likely physical association. For systems with wide angular separations ( 1 ), this could be determined through comparisons to previous multiplicity surveys and future Gaia releases. Newly discovered, close companions will require further high-angular-resolution observations. Robo-AO was removed from Kitt Peak in June 2018, and is now available on the University of Hawai'i 2.2-m telescope on Maunakea, HI. This system will soon be replaced by a second generation Robo-AO system (est. mid-2020) which will deliver higher acuity and quality images that will enable the detection of much fainter companions (Baranec et al. 2018) .
Although this survey is the most extensive of its kind, further statistical analysis to account for observation and selection bias needs to be done before any conclusions about multiplicity functions can be made. It would also be interesting to study multiplicity properties, particularly multiplicity as a function of mass ratio, among different mass-based subsets of our sample to explore if this M dwarf set displays common multiplicity properties or is composed of distinct populations. In a future work of this series, we plan to explore these underlying multiplicity properties within our sample. The Robo-AO team thanks NSF and NOAO for making the Kitt Peak 2.1-m telescope available. Robo-AO KP is a partnership between the California Institute of Technology, the University of Hawai'i, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, the Inter-University Centre for Astronomy and Astrophysics (IUCAA) at Pune, India, and the National Central University, Taiwan. The Murty family feels very happy to have added a small value to this important project. Robo-AO KP is also supported by grants from the John Templeton Foundation and the Mt. Cuba Astronomical Foundation. The Robo-AO instrument was developed with support from the National Science Foundation under grants AST-0906060, AST-0960343, and AST-1207891, the Mt. Cuba Astronomical Foundation, and by a gift from Samuel Oschin. These data are based on observations at Kitt Peak National Observatory, National Op-tical Astronomy Observatory (NOAO Prop. ID: 15B-3001), which is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy (AURA) under cooperative agreement with the National Science Foundation.
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